
 

EPA registered products to slow the spread of virus, to include COVID-19 

 

Service Area          EMPTY HOUSE TOP TO BOTTOM DELUXE Plan 

Ceiling fans & Light fixtures (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)                                                                  Hand wiped to break down buildup  

Cobwebs (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)                                      Removed  

Air return vents/bathroom vents (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)                                        Hand vac w/ brush attach (air return & bath 
vents  

Blinds (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)   Hand vac with soft bristle brush attachment 

Windowsills (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)  
 Hand washed  to break down buildup 

Lock ledges (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)  
 Hand washed  to break down buildup  

Moldings & door panels  
 Hand washed  to break down buildup 

Baseboards    
 Hand washed  to break down buildup 

Oven interior (homeowner must complete self-cleaning cycle at least 24 hr prior in order to 

receive this service) 
 
Refrigerator interior (freezer excluded unless defrosted) & must be empty to be serviced 
 

 

 

 

 Hand wipe out, clean & sanitize  

 

 Hand wipe out, clean & sanitize  

Interior kitchen cabinet shelves, drawers, pantry shelves and baseboards (must be empty)  
 Hand wiped    

Top of refrigerator (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)  
 Hand wiped   

Kitchen appliances exterior (w/in reach on 2-step step ladder)  
 Cleaned & sanitized  to break down 

buildup 
Microwave (interior/exterior)  

 Cleaned & sanitized  to break down 
buildup 

Kitchen cabinet fronts  
 Cleaned & sanitized  to break down 

buildup 
Stove top & drip pans  

 Stove top cleaned /drip pans wiped out 

Kitchen counter tops  
 Cleaned & sanitized  

Kitchen sinks  
 Scrubbed/sanitized  to break down 

buildup 
Mirrors   Wiped streak-free 
Tubs & showers    

 Scrubbed/sanitized  to break down 

buildup 
Vanity fronts  

 Hand washed  
Toilets  

 Scrubbed/sanitized  to break down 

buildup 
Bathroom counter tops & fixtures  

 Cleaned, sanitized , shined 
Interior bathroom cabinet shelves, drawers, linen closet shelves and baseboards (must be 
empty) 

 
 Hand wiped and sanitized  

Closet shelving and baseboards throughout home   Vacuum and hand wiped 

Stairs & railings   Hand wiped and vacuumed 

Carpet-wall to wall     Vac & edged with crevice tool attachment 

Floors (hard surface)   Vacuumed and damp mop 

Front door & 1 rear door interior glass (main floor only)   Wiped streak-free 
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